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1-0 BACKGROUND 

Under the Energy-related Inventions program, the Kelastic Mine Beam Company was asked 
by the National Institute of Standards and Technology in 1996 to submit a proposal to expand upon 
the mining system co-invented by Letcher T. White and Dr. Jay Hilary Kelley , which machine 
would improve upon the productivity , safety and health of miners and mines. A proposal was 
submitted and approved by NIST and referred to the Department of Energy for funding. DOE 
awarded a grant jointly supported by Kelastic Mine Beam Company for the period September 2 1 , 
1993 to September 21, 1995. A time extension was requested and approved in order to complete 
some critical tasks of the work plan especially the completion of the professional paper accepted 
for delivery at the Annual Meeting of the Society of Mining Engineers in March 1996. This Report 
summarizes the work completed as of September 21, 1995. 

1.1 A Description of the System. 

This machine cuts coal along a longwall face extending up to 500 feet by a rotating auger 
with bits. The machine also transports the coal that is cut acting as screw conveyor. See Figure 1. 
By virtue of an integral shroud comprising part of the conveyor the machine is also amenable to a 
separation of the zones where men work from air being contaminated by dust and methane gas by 
the cutting action. Beginning as single intake air courses, the air separates at the working section 
where one split provides fresh air to the Occupied Zone (OZ) for human needs and the other split 
purges and carries away dust and methane from face fragmentation in the Cutting Zone (CZ). 

1.2 The Potential of the Variable Wall Mining Machine. 

The attractiveness of the Variable Wall Mining Machine is that it addresses the limitations of 
current longwall mining equipment: it can consistently out-produce continuous mining machines 
and most longwall shearing machines. It also is amenable to configuring an environment, the dual- 
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duct system, where the air for human breathing is separated fiom dust -laden ventilating air with 
methane mixtures. Spr '%pres 2 and 3. 

2.0 TheP/ 

The objective of the research was to perform a mathematical and experimental study of the 
interrelationships of the components of the system so that a computer model could demonstrate the 
workings of the system in an animation program. + Iepicted on a Flowchart 
(Figure 4) which represents the various tasks which wblb- g the 24-month project 
period. Several of the tasks went smoothly while some encountered unexpected snags. 
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3.0 THE CHRONOLOGY OF THE PROJECT. 

The Variable Wall Mining Machine (VWM) concept was studied for feasibility by Urbdata 
Associates, Inc. in 1972 - 3. A one-half scale model was fabricated and tested at Southwest 
Research Institute in 1975. At the beginning of the Project, the one-half scale model was purchased 
by the Kelastic Mine Beam Company and placed in its R & D facility at Elders Ridge, Pa. --- a 
center that had been the R&D experimental mine of Joy Equipment Company. 

It was recognized at an early stage that the success of the computer model would weigh 
heavily on &/gas leakage data at very low pressures, --data that was not available. Therefore, 
the plan called for the testing of leakage on a simulated mine installation of the scale model. 
Alternatively, low pressure seepage would be tested at the mine ventilation laboratory at the West 
Virginia University. 

However, the primary effort of the plan was to set down the boundary values of all the 
components that impact the operation of the real system. Knowing the boundary values defines the 
ranges of the parameters and determines if and how the components can be impedance matched. 

The demonstration of the system model was thought to be important to demonstrate the 
value of the system to potential users and to those agencies which would approve and/or promote 
the adaptation of the system by mining companies. 

Tradeoff relationships were studied to yield rough estimates of how the side cutting auger 
relates in coal flow volume to the auger as a screw conveyor. One key parameter, rotation speed, 
affects the coal flow volume differently and this fact makes it necessary to adjust other parameters 
of each that are not shared by the other. Thus, the cutting parameters such as normal force/bit 
penetration is also a function of flow volume and can be used to balance the flow. Likewise the 
cutting cycle time can be adjusted while transport cycle time is not. These are two ways that cutting 
volume can be constrained to match the coal flow volume. 
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If we were designing a model of the VWM for application to a conventional mine, not in 
connection with the dual duct ventilation system, we would choose the option, above, of adjusting 
the cutting cycle because this approach would allow deep penetration of the bits. This would 
produce the least dust, best size consist of the coal, and most efficient use of power. However, 
with the dual duct application, dust is not a factor since it is shielded from worker exposure by the 
barriers. Therefore the bit penetration can be constrained to match the volume that can be 
transported by the screw conveyor. The matching of the parameters of two subsystems, such as the 
above, is the essence of model building which is the objective of the project: the creation of an 
integrated model. 

The research team studied alternative means for providing fresh clean air for underground 
mine workers and for expelling dust and unwanted gases from the workings. With the 
understanding that current methods for achieving the above stated scenario fall short of ideal, the 
team began with an evaluation of the current risk factors. 

The project team then focused on three approaches summarized as follows: 

1) Minimal use of ventilating air by concentrating methane and dust in isolated 

2) Use of inert gas to dissipate the tendency for methane to explode, thereby reducing 

3) Separately collecting and exhausting methane and dust to the surface with the 

chambers. 

the window of explosive mixtures. 

possible recovery of commercial quantities of methane and for the reuse of 
carbon dioxide inerting gas. 

The Project research team began the study of three aspects of a proposed solution to the 
dual-duct concept. These are: 

1) The leakage of gadair between the dual chambers. 
2) The automation of the mining/air/gas system. 
3) The dynamic control system for gas pressure differentials and composition. 

In the pursuit of the choice of a dual duct configuration, the team consulted with various 
experts in ventilation, environmental control, and mine safety We received correspondence and 
direct communication from the U. S. Bureau of Mines, several National Aeronautics and Space 
Administration centers, other federal agencies including the Mine Safety and Health 
Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor. Of particular interest was the technical 
knowledge identifying instrumentation that would fulfill requirements for monitoring and 
controlling atmospheres in the mining environment. To this end, copies of our Quarterly Technical 
Reports were made available to those centers that requested further delineation of requirements. 
Ongoing communications were established with NASA Center for Aerospace Information; Marshall 
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Space Flight Center’s Technical Applications Board; and Kennedy Space Center’s Technical 
Outreach Program Manager A Technology Transfer Agreement was executed by us with the latter 
agency. 

The team was also in contact with brush seals manufacturers on the available sizes and 
designs of the seal product line. Various sizes were purchased from one of the manufacturers for 
tests that could determine leakage data for the dual-duct system. This information is needed to 
determine the amount of air/gas leakage one can expect across the barrier between the cutting and 
occupied zones. 

In addition, the team discussed with suppliers of carbon dioxide and nitrogen the costs of 
these gases in the quantities necessary for use both in ordinary admixing with methane and 
especially as storage for use in inadvertent system failures. The team then examined in great 
depth the permutations of various mixtures of gases and air encountered in the mining 
environment. A computer simulation of these aidgases mixtures was partially completed. 
Preliminary analysis of the model indicates that one can determine all possible combinations of 
mixtures against which the Variable Wall Mining Machine, Dual-Duct System is to be designed. 

The team also focused on determining the new costs associated with the Dual-Duct Variable 
Wall Mining Machine, especially if carbon dioxide gas is to be employed in the inerting systems in 
order to make comparisons with conventional ventilation practice One aspect to the inerting 
scenario is the use of diesel power at the coal face with the advantage of having an inexpensive 
source of carbon dioxide from the engine exhaust. 

Finally, the team proposed and developed an algorithm for evaluating the relative risks 
and related costs in implementing the dual dust system. We believe that this procedure will lend 
credence to the industry decision makers with regard to the future of high speed mining in gassy 
and dust mines. 

4.0 PROBLEMS WITH CONVENTIONAL MINE VENTILATION 

Methane emission and dust generation in current underground mining are presenting op- 
erational, health, and safety conditions which adversely impact face productivity growth to such an 
extent that the prospect of greatly increasing unit productivity is not favorable. Many mines that 
have attempted to provide adequate air to meet federal standards in underground working sections 
find it difficult to comply. The volumes of air needed encounter prohibitive leakages of air through 
deep and extensive air courses. Yet, high extraction of coal from the face is highly desirable for 
the following reasons: 

1) Better control of surface subsidence, 
2) Improved safety from roof falls, 
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3) Improved geologic integrity, 
4) Lower costs, 
5 )  Improved resource recovery, and 
6) An efficient use of capital equipment. 

4.1 Focus on Ventilation 

The Task of developing an integrated model has been delayed because of one missing 
parameter, the amount of leakage of gadair across the barriers. It is for the reason of researching 
for this data that the attention of the project team shifted to the ventilation aspect of the system, 
temporarily suspending our effort on the face cutting and transport operations. 

From the outset it was established intuitively that sealing the barriers between the two zones 
in an underground mine section poses one of the most critical aspects of the project. Then it was 
realized that an analysis of the total system would be necessary in order to set the boundary 
conditions of the &/gas flow, pressures, and velocities so that one could determine the 
specifications of seals and seek the type of seal that would meet the specifications. In this iterative 
process, it might be necessary to readjust the given parametric values assumed in order to reach a 
matching compromise. 

4.2 The Methane Problem. 

1) Many of the best U.S. coal reserves contain absorbed methane. 
2) Methods for extracting the methane from the coal seams prior to mining is only 

partly successful, extracting only 30% to 60% of the original methane content 
(due to the fact that the retention of gas by the coal is a function of the 
physical stress on the coal by the weight of the rock overburden). 

3) As methane emits from coal, rock, sand, and fissures into the mine openings, it 
mixes with the ventilating air in small enclaves to form explosive mixtures 
(5% to 15% methane in air) as reported in the U. S. Bureau of Mines Bulletin 
503 [3] and Bulletin 627 [4]. Figures 5 and 6 show the range of flammability 
of methane, air, and inert gas mixtures." 

4) There is no feasible means to eliminate the explosive enclaves. Current practice 
serves only to reduce the size of the enclaves as they are created by diffusing 
the explosive mixtures by the directed flow of ventilating air. 

ignition where explosive mixtures exist; but these measures are also not 
completely effective. Despite major efforts to prevent matches and cigarette 
lighters from being taken underground by employees and the formidable 
efforts to design and manufacture mining equipment to be non-explosive, 

5) The dilution expedient is then buttressed by the attempt to eliminate sources of 
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human error plus inadvertent natural phenomena such as falling rocks cutting 
electric power cables and the flint rock impacts creating sparks impose ever 
threatening ignitions in an average gassy mine today. Given the prevalent 
probabilities, albeit low, of both ignition sources and flammable mixtures, 
explosions are inevitable. When explosions occw, hopefully they are 
confined to small zones and do no damage. However, even small explosions 
can ignite a major coal dust explosion. 

The most common means for reaching compliance for methane concentration is dilution. 
The object here is to maintain the methane concentration below 1% by high ventilation. But the 
ventilation solution is also limited due to the fact that in order to dilute the 120 to 600 cubic feet 
per ton (-00372 to -0186 m3/kg.) of methane that resides in many coal seams, the air velocities 
required create three other problems: 

1) The air flow re-entrains dust from the surfaces of the mine [5,7], 
(2) High air velocities cause worker discomfort, 
3) The high pressure differences cause air losses (over 50%). 

Since this scenario poses a rather critical obstacle to high speed mining of coal in the fu- 
ture, one might ask how widespread is this high quality gassy, coal reserve. i.e. greater than 200 
cubic feet per ton (.0062 cubic meters per kg.). At the present time, there are vast reserves of 
methane-free coal in the western part of the U. S. suitable for surface and underground mining, 
but these coals 1) are generally of a lower rank and 2) encounter transportation problems for 
marketing in many regions except where they are mined. In the Eastern U. S. mines, one 
cannot avoid dealing with the methane problem because most remaining quality coal is deep and 
is likely to be gassy. 

4.3 The Dust Problem 

In addition to the effects of higher unit productivity on the greater release of methane 
from the fracture of coal, high speed mining, resulting from the application of high-energy 
concentrated mechanization, has greatly increased the generation of respirable dust. Although 
some reductions in dust generation have been realized with the adoption of newer coal-cutting 
techniques and the use of water spraying on the face cutting function, the primary means for 
combating underground dust remains purging dust away from the worker by ventilating air or 
removing the worker several feet from the face cutting function using remote controls. Dust is 
still being purged by ventilating air as it was five decades ago. Yet then, respirable coal dust 
was not considered to be harmful. 
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4.4 The Ventilation Cure-all. 

I 
In an evolutionary sense, the dust and methane solutions have been met mainly by the use 

of increasingly higher ventilation. Now there is evidence that no further reliance on ventilation 
is feasible or even possible. Some deep and extensive mines, today face the problem of very 
costly solutions for the industry unless innovative approaches are conceived and adopted. Many 
parallel airways and multi-million cfm fans cannot ventilate remote mining sections because of 
the high volumes of air required, high resistances of airways, and excessive leakages across 
xcuts from return airways to intake airways. 

The cost of driving these additional entries and their maintenance comprises a major 
proportion of the total mine costs. These development entries, are not only costly to drive, they 
also deprive the mine company of mineral reserves, because they render the areas where they are 
driven unrecoverable and therefore lost. It is for these reasons of cost and reasons of the limitations 
of future productivity that the dual-duct concept appears to be attractive. 

5.0 FINDINGS OF THE PROJECT 

Results from the Project laid the groundwork for further development of the Dual Duct 
concept. Of most significance, the project clearly indicated that a dilemma exists in mining gassy 
and dusty coal seams underground. The rate of production is clearly limited due to the constraints 
placed upon the practice by both natural and un-natural structural problems. 

Our analysis resulted in the compilation of the parameters for three different configurations 
of a dual aircourse system of ventilating underground mines. In addressing the goal of an 
inherently safe mining system the dual-duct adaptation to the Variable Wall Mining Machine 
appears to offer the path to solution. The respirable dust problem is solvable; the explosive dust 
problem is nearly solvable; and the explosive methane problem can be greatly reduced. If installed 
in a highly gassy mine, the dual duct models would also be considerably less costly. 

5.1 Three Models Identified 

Table 1 describes the different configurations of a dual-aircourse concept identified as Model 
#1, Model #2, and Model #3 and includes comparable parameters for conventional mine 
ventilation. Table 1 also includes the required quantity of air for all four configurations. Note that 
the methane level in the occupied zone of all models is maintained at 1 % or less. Hypothetically, 
only that air needed for worker breathing and comfort will determine the air quantity. 
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5.1.1 Methane Neutralization Requirements 

For the conventional section, assume a longwall face extracting coal containing naturally 
350 cubic feet of methane per ton (-011 cudkg . )  of coal reduced by pre-draining to, say, 200 
cubic feet per ton (-0062 cu.m/kg.). Assume also, the parameters listed in Table 2. In order to 
bring the air into compliance with federal regulations at 1 % methane, the 3,200 cfm (91 cubic 
meterdmin.) of methane emitting from the face into the longwall section requires an air quantity of 
320,000 cfm (9100 cu.m/min.)to ventilate the section. This implies a velocity of 4,266 feet per 
minute (1300 m/min.), which is above the threshold of velocity where re-entrainment occurs [5, 6, 
7, and probably at the practical upper limit for air currents. 

5.1.2 Model #2 

For the Model #2 the quantity of air flow is even worse if one assumes the same parameters 
as shown in Table 2, because the x-section is much smaller in the cutting zone, Le., 10 square feet 
(.93 square meters). The velocity of 32,000 feet per minute (9754 mlmin.) is not attainable and 
Model #2 is not a solution to the methane problem in gassy mines. 

5.1.3 Model #1 

For Model #1 the air requirement for methane purging is minimal. Maintaining a 30% plus 
methane content in the cutting zone requires 7,467 cfm (21 1 cudmin.)  additional air or 10,667 
cfm (302 cu.m/min.) total gas and air at a velocity of 1067 feet per minute (325 m/min.). Since air 
from the Occupied Zone leaks into the Cutting Zone the leakage makes up part of this amount. 

5.1.4 Model #3 

In the case of Model #3 where leakage is in the opposite direction, the composition of the 
gas in the cutting zone most likely reaches 100% methane. The velocity of &/gas in the cutting 
zone will vary from 320 feet per minute (98 m/min.) to 1,070 feet per minute (325 mlmin.). The 
significant parameter is the low requirement of ventilating air addition varying from near zero to 
7,467 cfm (211 cudmin.). 

5.2 Requirements for Dust Handling. 

The reduction of the exposure of workers to dust generated at the face in the longwall 
section is by far the easiest problem to solve using directed dedicated air flow. The quantity of air 
relates only to that flow necessary to convey the dust particles away from the face and that required 
to maintain a negative pressure within the zone where the dust is generated as in the case of Model 
#2 or, in the case of Model #3 to maintain a pressure just slightly above that in the occupied zone. 

5.3 Requirements for human breathing and comfort. 
8 
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In order to assess the fresh air needed for the occupied zone in all three models, one must 
rely upon at least two sources: the state laws that were enforced in underground mining before 
mines were mechanized [ 1,2] and laboratory data on human breathing as shown in Table 3. [ 121 In 
earlier days ventilation served only to provide air for the breathing and comfort of the workers (and 
animals) and to purge the open underground spaces of "black damp", the products of slow 
combustion of coal, and of the explosive gases from blasting. Then, state mining regulations -- 
before the enactment of federal regulations -- typically required 100 to 200 cfm (2.8 to 5.7 cubic 
meters per minute) of ventilating air per worker. Using a conservative value of 300 cfm (8.5 
cudmin.)  per worker and assuming a longwall crew of 10 persons, 3000 cfm (85 cudmin.)  is 
required for the OZ of a longwall section. 

6.0 THE APPROACH TO A SOLUTION 

Given the proper conditions, all three models would require considerably less total air 
quantities in the underground working sections than conventional sections. 

The primary purpose of mine ventilation, once to provide fresh air for human breathing, is 
now to prevent methane explosions by dilution and to disperse respirable dust concentration to 
acceptable levels. Air for human breathing is now considered to be a by-product of the dilution 
action since the volume of air to meet the requirements of dust and gas dilution is orders of 
magnitude greater than that required for human breathing. 

One of the objectives of the Dual-Duct concept is to reduce the total air requirements of the 
longwall sections by tailoring the individual functions of air needs in the underground environment 
as identified above. The advantages are: less air quantity, less air velocity, fewer numbers of air 
courses, lesser fan power, and less overcasts and undercasts. The net gain is a large savings in 
capital costs and operating costs. . The main differences among the configurations are how the two 
zones relate to each other and to the general mine atmosphere with regard to air/gas flow and 
velocity, relative pressures, and gas composition. An objective of the Dual-Duct concept in mine 
ventilation is the nearly absolute elimination of any explosive mixture of gases and the elimination 
of the dust hazard in the underground mining environment. 

Redundancy is achieved in Model #1 and Model #3 by both keeping the methane con- 
centration outside of the explosive ranges and keeping the oxygen content below 12 %. This 
redundancy yields a higher assurance of mine safety. 

6.1 Inert Gas Additions 

The use of inert gas additions provides an even higher assurance of safety. When inert gas, 
mainly carbon dioxide, is added to the methane in the cutting zone of the face, at various ratios, the 
subsequent admixing of adgas from leakage either into or out from the cutting zone across the 
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shroud affects the threshold of explosive mixtures, as shown in Figure 6. When pure methane is 
itself diluted with inert gas, it is not explosive. 

I - -  

In Models #1 and #3 methane emitting from the face is allowed to build up within the cut- 
ting zone well above 30%. In Model #1 the leakage influx should not exceed the total methane 
emission into the cutting zone if inert gas is not added. In this way oxygen will be kept below 
12%. If inert gas is injected into the cutting zone, air leakage into the cutting zone is less critical. 
The aidgas volume extracted from the cutting zone is then two to three times the total methane 
emission from the face. 

6.2 Air/gas Leakage Considerations 

One of the principal dilemmas plaguing modem conventional ventilation systems is leakage 
across barriers and stoppings between intake and return airways. Any improvement to this dilemma 
is a welcome addition to many mines which are experiencing air losses of 50% or more. 

I 
Leakage of adgas in underground mining is also a critical element in the implementation of 

the Dual-Duct concept. In Model #1 the leakage into the cutting zone is to be regulated mainly by 
adjusting the pressure differences between the two zones. When the air/gas flow along the length 
of the face is minimal on both sides of the shroud, there is little static pressure change such that the 
pressure difference between the zones at either end of the face should be similar and small. If the 
difference is small, then the leakage is also minimal. 

Highly sensitive pressure transducers along with quick response exhaust fan controls are 
necessary to maintain the proper status of Model #l. Gas composition transducers are also vital to 
the operation of the system. A high aidgas flow along the face on one side of the shroud such as in 
Model #2 renders the maintenance of a steady low pressure differential unfeasible. 

Ideally the pressure difference between the two zones of Model #1 and Model #3 would be 
in the range of 0.1 inches to 0.5 inches water gauge (24.9 to 125 Pa)which would minimize leakage 
of air into the cutting zone. However, due to the higher velocity of gadair flow in Model #2, the 
pressure difference might reach 7.0 to 8.0 inches water gauge (1743 to 1992 Pa) causing greater 
leakage; but since the pressure in the cutting zone is also negative to the occupied zone leakage 
flow is into the cutting zone not out of it. As in conventional longwall, Model #2 purges the 
cutting zone with high velocity ventilation sufficient to dilute the methane to a 1 % methane 
concentration. Thus, Model #2 is primarily a dust control configuration. The negative pressure in 
the cutting zone relative to the occupied zone prevents the dust generated in the cutting operation 
from leaking into the occupied zone. 

In all three models, the respirable dust is captured within the cutting zone and exhausted via 
a dedicated ductlairway system to the surface. All dust generated in cutting and handling coal is 
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captured in the cutting chamber. The occupied chamber is shielded from dust (except for that 
created in caving). The immediate benefit from this is that better working environment, Le. low to 
moderate air velocity, can be provided for underground workers in the occupied chamber. 

In Model #3 the pressure in the occupied zone is negative to the cutting zone. Leakage then 
occurs from the cutting zone to the occupied zone. This Model however has the advantage of 
sweeping the gob area of residual gasses and dust as in conventional longwall ventilation. The 
cutting zone is allowed to reach high levels of methane by restricting the exhaust fan of the cutting 
zone. Presumably, the methane reaches 100% since no influx of air occurs. However, the option 
of diluting the cutting zone methane with inert gas would reduce the methane concentration. 
Utilizing it reduces the problem of managing the seepages into the occupied zone Not utilizing it 
forces attention to detecting micro-zones of explosive mixtures, and diluting these to non explosive 
conditions. What Model #3 does is juxta-position the loci of methane emission from the coal face 
to the shroud-roof interface and access openings. The advantage is that the shroud provides a better 
control of the emission points into the occupied zone and therefore better means of detecting micro- 
zones and dispersing them. 

Model #3 is essentially a conventional longwall face but with a shroud separating the cutting 
zone from the occupied zone wherein the seepage of nearly pure methane and dust are allowed to 
enter the occupied zone in a controlled manner. The pressure difference in Model #3 is the reverse 
of Models #1 and #2 with the higher pressure in the cutting zone. 

A conventional longwall face behaves in a similar way in emitting methane into the venti- 
lating air stream, except that in Model #3 most of the methane is captured and exhausted directly to 
the surface. Model #3 has the advantage of meshing with total mine ventilation schemes although it 
does not appear to have either the redundant safety measures nor the least costly ventilation re- 
quirements as does Model #1. 

7.0 IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DUAL-DUCT CONCEPT TO THE VWM SYSTEM 

The dual-aircourse concept is applicable to various longwall mining systems. However, few 
systems are as easily adapted to zone separation as is the Variable Wall Mining Machine (VWM). 
This machine was patented in 1974 and was studied under a contract with the U.S. Bureau of Mines 
by Urbdata Associates [ 1 13 and by Southwest Research Laboratories and reported elsewhere. A 
half-scale prototype of the Variable Wall Mining machine was built and surface tested by the latter 
fm. [lo] The machine is a side-cutting elongated auger backed up by a mobile, semi-rigid 
shield/shroud the length of the longwall face, as shown in Figures 2 and 3. It advances into the 
face by hydraulic cylinders attached to the longwall roof support. The shield is an integral feature 
of the mining/face-transport system as it serves in part as a trough for the rotating screw conveyor. 
The VWM system is ideally suited for isolating the cutting chamber. The shroud/shield (Fig. 3), 
forms a nearly air-tight barrier along the longwall face when equipped with suitable seals. Since 
leakage integrity is paramount to the Dual-Duct concept, the loci of the shroud where it contacts the 
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roof and floor and at the locations where coal passes from the face conveyor to the headgate stage 
loader and conveyor and at several openings along the face where sumping and shearing arms 
access the cutting auger through the shroud are critical. These loci require superior seals of advance 
tech.rlology. 

7.1 Sealing against leakage. 

Because of the critical importance of the leakage problem for the feasibility of the dual- 
aircourse concept, various types of seals have been examined for possible affixing to likely points 
of seepage as those mentioned above. The minimizing of the seepage of air/gases/dust across the 
barriers between the two zones at the longwall face is critical to the success of the Dual-Duct 
concept. It is less so with Model #2 where dust rather than methane seepage is the main concern. 

The search for suitable seals and their use leads to the following specifications for seepage 
flow: 

1) a function of the pressure difference between the two zones; 
2) the nature of the surfaces where sealing must be established; 
3) the conformation of the seals to any irregularities in the strata; 
4) the ability to design static seals at large openings; and 
5) the possible design of dynamic seals for necessary and periodic openings between 

the two zones. 

It will be assumed that no leakage occurs at the floor line because of the sealing effect of 
loose coal. The high precision of sealing along with sensitive instruments and quick response of 
controls, --- while now not presently known in mining, ---- is, however, an available technology. 

One method of sealing ventilating ducts and airways is the brush seal. Its effectiveness at 
low pressure differences and its flexibility for mining conditions appears to hold considerable 
promise for the Dual-Duct system. 

8.0 NEW REQUIREMENTS 

There are cost-related requirements for the dual-aircourse ventilation configurations. In 
addition to those aspects already discussed, it is deemed wise to specify a dedicated return airway 
directly to the surface. However, one must realize that since the total quantity of air required in 
the Dual-Duct configurations is as low as 4% of that required in conventional ventilation, gas and 
dust content in the general returns would likely exceed regulations, whereas a dedicated ducting 
would not be a hazard. In some cases certain entries could be dedicated to methane/dust exhaust, 
but such use of entries would require separation from general airways by stoppings, etc. which are 
meant to be eliminated. For example, one of the panel entries in a longwall section could be 
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dedicated to dust and gassy exhaust or it could also be exhausted via ventilating tubing. It should 
be noted, however, that there will be very large saving in the numbers of stoppings , under- and 
over- casts in a dual-aircourse system. The quantitative saving in dollars is being developed. 

A further cost-related item that should not be overlooked is the installation of counter-meas- 
ures for coping with inadvertent failures of barriers, and the occurrences of explosive mixtures. 
While is quite feasible to immediately and automatically interrupt the release of methane when the 
slightest abnormality is detected, there might still be explosive mixtures in small enclaves that will 
need attention. One proposal for dealing with such a condition is the quick release of inert gas such 
as carbon dioxide from an underground storage for flooding the enclaves. 

The design of the Dual-Duct models can anticipate where any inadvertent failure of the 
integrity of the system is most likely to occur. The detection of any failure and the counter- 
measures could then be tailored to match the anticipated problems. Part and parcel of the Dual- 
Duct system is the availability of high technological mechanisms and instrumentation that would 
forewarn of any impending hazard and react with counter measures automatically. 

Critical to the success of the Dual-Duct approach is the quick identification of every con- 
ceivable event or accident that might occur and the immediate application of effective coun- 
termeasures. These events and accidents along with systems of remedy are currently being devel- 
oped. Minor intermixing can be tolerated provided the presence of any explosive mixtures is 
detected early. 

*Conventional practice, as expressed in federal mine regulations, adopts the lower limit of 
this range, i.e. 5% methane but includes a margin of error at 1% methane. However, regulations 
or not, it is not possible to achieve a non-explosive methane mixture at the immediate enclaves 
where pure methane emits from the coal and adjacent rock strata. Other means must be employed to 
insure non-explosivity. Similarly, special means must be taken in the Dual-Duct systems. 
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FIGURE 3. VARIABLE WALL MINER TOP VIEW 
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X-Section area 

Air addition 

&r/gas velocity 

~ ~ t ~ e  concentration 

TOTAL VENTEATION 

TABLE ‘I ESTIMATAED PARAMETERS FOR THREE MODELS 
AND CONVENTIONAL VENTILATIOM 

MODEL ti MODEL #2* 
10,667 cfm 
(302 ~ 3 / ~ ~ n )  
10 fi2 
(0.93 m2) 
1,067 Wmin 
(32s d m i n )  
30% to 80% 
< 32% 

3,000 

3,000 
(85 ~ 3 / ~ )  

(85 m3lmin) 
65 R2 
(6,04 m2) 
46 wmin 

(14.03 m / d )  
1% 

20% 

13,667 c h  
(387 rn3/min) 

<< 2 m g i 3  

1,000 cf-m 
(28 m3/mirt) 
10 fP 
(0.93 m2) 
32,000 Rlmin 
(30.5 d d n )  

1% 
200/0 
lot- m g h 3  

3,000 

3,000 
(85 m3/min) 

(85 mWmin) 
65 ft2 
(6.04 m2) 
46 Wmin 
(14.03 m/min) 

1% 
20% 
<< 2 mg/in3 
4,000 cfin 
{ 1 13 m3/dn) 

MODEL #I3 
6,400 cfin 
(181 m3/min) 
10 fig 
(0.93 m2) 
640 filmin 
(195 d d n )  
50% to 100% 
rlir 
2 2 mg/m3 

3,000 
(a5 m31min) 
65 ft2 
(6.04 m2) 
47 Wmin 
(14.03 m/dr!) 
4 1% 
20% 
(4 2 mg/inJ 
6,230 cfh 
(266 rn3/rnin) 

COMVNTL LW 

320,000 
(9067 rn3lmin) 

(6.97m2) 
75 R2 

4,266 Wmin 

=c 1% 
20% 
2 mg/in3 
320,000 cfm 
(9067 m3/min) 

ode1 #2 data for dust only 



Table 2. Assumed Mine Parameters 

Seam height 5 f i  
Methane insitu content 350 ef ton  
Predrainage of methane 150 ft3/t0n 
Residual methane 200 fP/ton 
Methane release in cutting 160 @/ton 
Conventional section area 75 ft2 
Dual duct cutting zone(CZ) area x section 10 fi2 
Dual duct occupied mne(0Z) area x section 
Duct release rate 2 mglton 
Rate of mining 20 tondmin 
Longwall section manning 10 persons 
Air for worker physiological needs 

65 ft’ 

300 cfm 

Respiratory 

breathdmin 

1.52 m 
0.0109 m’kg 
0.0047 m3kg 
0.0062 m’kg 
0.0050 m’kg 
6.97 m2 
0.93 m2 
6.04 m2 
0.0022 mg/kg 
18 160 kg/min 
10 persons 
8.50 m3/min 

Table 3. Respiratory Requirements 

Air Inhaledl Air Inhaled 0, Consumed 
Respiration, in?/rnin Cfm 

(103 m 3 )  

in .’ ( I  O4 m3/s) ( io5 m’/s) 

23-43 300-800 0.01 
(377-705) (0.82-2.18) (0.47) 

90-120 2800-3600 0.07 

150 6000 0.10 
(1 476- 1968) (7.64-9.83) (3.3) 

(2460) (1 6.4) (4.7) 

Respiratory 
Quotient 

0.75 

0.9 

1 .o 

Source: Forbes and Grove, 1954 


